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Notice
the postmaster's receipt for the
NOTICE OF CONTEST.
Teachers
District Association
at Grady Sunday and Monday.
letter.
Serial No. 013376
meets at Tipton Nov, 21.
You .should state in your answer
Contest No, 4873
Program
Mr. D. H. Lewis left Thursday
the num of the post office to
for Sayre Ok la. on business. . Opening address by Ira Stthiple,
Department of the Interior,
which you desire future notices to
Ecuoational value of music, Mrs. United States Land office,
be sent to you.
Mr. Roy Penif old visited with Newbanks.
Ttfcumcari N. M. October 20,
R A Prentice Receiver
Are the present ways of ob- - 1913. To Jasper N. Prestridge of
Paris Masterson Sunday.
N, V. Gallegos, Register
serving Hollidays in the schools Olustee Oklahoma and San Jon
Z. T. McDaniel unloaded a car profitable to schools,
Date of first publication Oct. 31
N. M. Contesslee: You are hereby
" "second
"
Nov 7
of flour Tuesday.
Willie Moyers
notilitd that William L. Barnett
" H
" "third
"
Should pupils correct each other who
Wheeler
Texas
bis
as
gives
Mr. Clark Mundell was at theN.
" 21
"
" " fourth
in class work?
e
did on Septaddress,
Seat
on
the
first
business
County
ember 12, 1913. file in this offictj
Mary Baker
of the week.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Should .corporal' punishment his duly corroborated application
0782
to contest and secure the cancellaMrs. Fred Simmons and son be inflicted?
01.1710
A.
Atkins
tion
J.
of your Homestead Entry
who have been visiting in Texas
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Should
tobacco?
for past two months returned
any teacher use
No.
Serial No. 013376, Land Office at Tucumcarl, N. M.,
J. D. Buck.
Oct. 28th 1013.
home Tuesday evening.
made April 22, 1910 for NE
Are diagrams valuable in gram- - S ction 22 Township 1 iN Range Notice is hereby given that. Nellie
E. Jennings of San Jon. N. M.. who
J. A. lnckey left Wednesday mar?
Addie Elder.
34E N. M. P. Meridian, and as on
May. 16th, 1907, mude H. E, Ser,
for points in Okla where he will
How to divide a fraction by a ground for his contest he
alleges No. 07832 No 17830 for El-be for several days.
(fraction. By Bell Johnston.
that said claimant has never es- NE M Sec. HO & 81-- SEM Sec. 10
Any other work on arithetmic tablished residence, and has wholy aodoti Sapt. 12,1010 made Addl Entry
S. B. Boswell is having a wett that
may be . brought up and abandoned said claim lor more Serial 013710, for Nl-- 2 SEt-- See
Sec. 20
unuea az notei mis wee.
and
have ttnte fOr.
than One year last past and next
Twp.llN Range 34 E N M P
of
questions
from1
of
tnv
to
this
the
dale
instrument, Meridian, has filed notice of
J. C: & J. E. Kingery
.
Wl"
lur
ireu
and has sold all the improvements Intention to make Kinal five. Year
Lakeview Tevas are here looking
All teachers are requested to from said claim and said defects on Orlg. three year on Addl
affi.
Proof, to establish claim to the land
attend, if school is in session have not been cured.
above described, before Charles O.
e day.
You are, therefore, further noti
T. B. Stutts has been doing yu wiI1 be a11 all?wd
Reed, U. S. Commissioner at San Jon
s your duty to attend.
tied that the said allegations will
some carpenter work for Z. T.
N, M. on the i5th day of Dec.
and
Boards
of
all
directors
be taken by this office as having
McDaniel this week..
Claimant, names as wit nesses
itizens are invited.
been confessed by you, and your Tom Garden, J. D.Richardson,
soonWould
had
have
anounced
said entry will be canceled there- L C. Mar in C. F. Marden all of
Mrs. Bulah McCoIough, Stella
er but was waiting for a program under without your Itutber right San Jon New Mexico
Triekey, Pauline and Louis MasR. A. Prentice, Register
to be heard therein, either before
terson were those that visited at from Co. Supt.
will
All
teachers
be
reported this office or on appeal, if you iail
J. D. Griffiths home Sunday.
who attend.
to file in tliis office within twenty
Mr. Brown from Lakeview
10
.Will
M
A
the organ- days after the FOURTH publica- Texas has been prospecting here
open at
The Ladies Aid and Missionary
Union of the Baptist Church ex- ization is to be completed at this tion of this notice, as shown below this week.
tend a general invitation to every meeting. Boards of directors your answer, under oath, specific
one to attend theis Thanksgiving you have no better oppertunity ally meeting and responding to
Harry Campbell unloaded a
to
out
find
is
who
wide
the
dinner, at the WOW Hall in
ajihese allegations of contest or if car of lumber the middle of the
in San Jon Thurs. Nov. 27 1913. wake teachers ot your district' vn tail within that tim tn flip in week.
are and you are especially called this office due proof that you have
Program: Sermon 11:00 A M
Dinner from 12 to 3:00 P. M. to attend this meeting .
served a copy oi your answer on
C. L. Owens and family, C. C.
Respt.
the said contestant either iu per- Reed and family visited at the
Lituary exercise 3:30 to 5:00 P M
Ira Stemple son or by registered mail. It this White home Sunday.
Prices 25 to 35 cts.
Mr. Trickey and wife visited
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President

service is made by the delivery of
A. Martin and sons have load
Mr Duncan was a caller in San
a copy of your answer to the
ed a car of Bear Grass this week.
Miss Rose and Lillie Pearson contestant in person, proof ot such Jon Tuesday.
visited Miss Anna Penif old Sun. service must be eitber the aid
E. D. Reed and Mack Home
N 0 tic e
contestant's written acknowledge
made
of Bard
another shipment
Mr. John Jennings and daugh- - ment of his receipt of the copy,
We have sold the School Bonds
C.
market first ter Miss Nell are spending the showing the date of its
of cattle to K.
receipt, or and will commence work on the
of the week.
week on their farm.
the affidavit of the person by whom building monday morning, there
'
stating are several who have not worked
, the delivery was made
Mrs. B. Q. Messagee visited
Tom Jennings and family when and where the
copy was their subscriptions out yet we
with Mrs. Simingtqn Thursday Frank Atkinson and family tak
delivered; if made by registered would like those to come and
and Friday.
en Sunday dinner at the C. F. mail,
proof of such service must help get the foundation RememMardin home.
consist of the affidavit of the per ber the date Monday Nov. i7
The Baptist Aid will meet with
Come and help us.
Mrs. Nellie Bennet Tues. Nov 18
Those that went on business son by whom the ropv was mailed
to the County Seat Tuesday eve. stating when and the post office
"the
on
started
has
work
The
Miss Bessie Simington is suf-were: Dr. Boggs and wife, J. G. to which it was mailed, and this
Baptist Church and expect to Gllis C. C. Reed and Z. T. Mc affidavit must be accompained by faring with a sore throat this
week.
complete it soon.
Daniel.
,'
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SAN JON, NEW ME
IMPROVING SEED

Mot SjpFiMds
Psopl Coming for (Hies Around foi
Wonderful Constipation Remedy
that la Batter, Safar and

Sarar than Calomel.

1.mm7T"r..muttfdly produced bftpoorer
CORN
thanso Jar. k,n fro,
froD1 tUe
fuud in. !
best pacing
of

Least Expensive Method
creasing Yield Per Acra.

In- -

Ears Taken From Hlghtest. Yielding
Rows of
Breeding
Plats Have Repeatedly Produced Best Ears for Seed.
Ear-to-Ro- w

Tone up your liver; clean your bowels
of foul WMte; drive out poisonous
(By R. Q. WEATHERSTONE.)
gases, end constipation and feel fine and
The average production of corn to
hours.
full of energy in fwenty-fou- r
United States
Throw away calomel; it's dangerous; the acre for the entire
is but 26 bushels, yet in practically
you know it; everybody knows it.
HOT SPRINGS LIVER BUTTONS every section four times that quantity
are different. They are harmless; act Is frequently produced. Improvement
gently yet surely on the bowels and of the quality of seed is the least exdo not cause a particle of after misery.
pensive method of increasing the yield
It's a joyful laxative and more, it's per acre.
fine
for dizziness,
biliousness, sick
There is each spring a scarcity of
headache, sallow skin and malaria.
good seed corn. This condition is all
They make everybody v feel good because they act as a general tonic, driving impurities from the blood and making
the entire intestinal tract clean and antiseptic. 25c at all druggists, and money
back if dissatisfied. Free samples and 100
of our 17,000 testimonials from Hot Springs
Chemical Co., Hot Springs. Ark.

Public Health.
Diseases and epidemics used to be
counted as "acts of God," in the old
legal phrase. It has taken modern
sanitary science to discover that the
most of them result from acts of man,
and that a good portion of the rest
may be controlled by the exercise of
man's power over nature. The United
States government has been a pioneer
among the nations in demonstrating
the power of modern sanitation to
save life. It sent Waring to Havana;
he made it a city of health, and laid
down his life in so doing. It took a
fever-smittetropic wilderness, its
noxious jungles steaming under a tor
rid sun, and the death rate of the
Panama Canal Zone is today an example to tljp most salubrious regions
of the world. The whole history of
modern sanitation tends to drive home
public responsibility for public health
St. Louis Republic.
n

.

Sounds Like It
is
"That our crack regiment."
"Yes, seems to have plenty of snap."

For the treatment of colds, sore throat,
etc., Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops give
sure relief 5c at all good Druggists.

What Is known as the polar region
cover 4,970,265 square miles and have
.300,000 Inhabitants.
Red Cross Ball Blue, all blue, best bluing
value in the world, makes the laundress
utile. Adv.

The truth is as clear as a bell, but
tt isn't always tolled,

than teed
eral field produced more
the
ears taken without considering
9.
productiveness of the parent
divided
were
of
eai's
Four bushel,
being
into two equal part., one part other
the
and
well taken care of
corn is ordinarily
placed in a barn a.
seed gave
cribbed. The
at 12 per cent, increase in production
cent inon poor soil and a 27 per
crease on fertile soil, notwithstanding
germithe fact that both lots of seeds
'
nated equally well.
time drop all other
At
of
business and select an abundance imseed corn. The process is too
portant to be conducted incidentally
while husking. When selecting seed
atcorn give the process your entire
to
is
tention. Get the very best that
be had and preserve it well, and your
increased yields will return you more
can
profit than any other work you
do on your farm.
well-preserve-

corn-ripenin- g

POULTRY

FOR SUCCESS WITH

Essential That the Male at Head of
Flock Is Pure Bred uniTormuy
Increases the Profits.
(By H. M. LAMON.)

Be sure that the male at the head
of the flock is pure bred. Pure-brepoultry means uniformity of products.
Uniformity .of products means increased profits, if products are properly marketed. Given the same care
fowls will make
and feed, pure-bre- d
a greater profit than mongrels. Uniform products command the beet
fowls produce uniprices. Pure-bre-d
form products.
In order to obtain eggs it is necessary to have healthy, vigorous stock,
d

Four devices for curing seed corn. At
the left the double cord is shown.
The rack In the center consists of
a square frame of 2x4 inch strips
on each side of which wires have
been stapled two Inches apart each
way. The ears of corn are laid
upon these two sets of wires. Next
Is shown the single cord method
of tying and at the right hangs a
rack made of heavy wire In which
the ears are laid.

the more regrettable because It need
not exist and ft is much more serious
than commonly supposed because
many do not fully realize the tremendous loss to themselves and the country due to planting Inferior seed. A
full stand of plants may be obtained
HEART
TROUBLE, from inferior seed, but the yield will
JUDGE CURED,
not be the best possible. The loss is
Sue to delay or negligence. It can be
KidI took about 6 boxes of Deddt
ney Pills for Heart Trouble from prevented by the selection ' of seed
which I had suffered for 6 years. I corn in the autumn. Until a comhad dlzxy spells, my eyes puffed. munity has its experienced and honest
my breatn was wrn breeder, the best place for the
short and I had farmer to obtain seed corn is from
chills and back- fields on his farm or in his neighborache. I took the hood that were planted with a variety
pills about a year that has generally proved successful
ago and have had in that locality.
no return of the
By far too many consider seed good
palpitations. Am simply because it will grow. To be
now 63 years old, first class, seed must be
Well adapted to the seasonal and
able to do lots of
manual labor, am
Judge Miller,
well and hearty and weigh about
200 pounds. I feel very grateful that
found Dodds Kidney Pills and you
may publish this letter If you wish. I
.am serving my third term as Probate
Yours truly,
Judge of Gray Co.
PHILIP MILLER, Cimarron, Kan.
Correspond with Judge Miller about
this wonderful remedy.
Dodds Kidney Pills, 60c. per box at
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo. N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, also music of National Anthem
(English and German words) and re
cipes for dainty dishes. All 3 sent free.
Adv.

-

.U.

j

sif2 to Town

-

J

kid-ne-

W. N. U.,

NOT AN

Oklahoma City, No.

41-19-

13.

INHERiTW" DISEAsi

Experiments With Cattle Have Proved
That Tuberculosis Is Not Thus

Transmitted.
At the Woburn experimental farm
in England an interesting and

Important study of the heredity of tuberculosis among cattle has
recently been made. Fifteen calves
from tuberculous mothers were reared
under healthy conditions, in which individual infection with the tubercle
bacillus was impossible. That ie, they
were taken away from their mothers
and supplied with pure milk from an
uninfected source. When the steers,
into which a part of these calves grew,
were killed, not a trace of tubercular
infection could be found in their bodies. The heifers have been bred from,
and their calves will in turn be examThe. part of
ined for tuberculosis.
the experiment involving the eteers in
dicates that tuberculosis among cattle
at least is not inherited. If the heifer
test also supports this view, an economic fact of considerable agricultural importance will be in a fair way
of proof.
Alibi.

"Rastus, what's an alibi?"
"Dat's provin' dat yoh was at i
prayer meetin' whar yoh wasn't in
order to show dat yoh wasn't at d
crap game whar yoh . was."

Expert Advice.
"When you want to sue a girl for
her hand, what is the best course to
pursue?"
"Tak the case to court."

Brood Coops With Hens and Chickens
on a
Poultry Farm.
Well-Manage-

d

rWell Met

A

hard-boile-

d

e

soil

ear-to-ro- w

promptly the suffering due to weak, ia.
active kidneys and painful bladder action.
They offer a powerful help to nature
y
in building up the true excreting
tissue, in restoring normal actioa
and in regulating bladder irregularities.
Try them.

Warning.
"That girl has stunning ways."
"Well, you had better be careful
how you keep staring at her stunning
ways. So has her big brothers."

properly fed. A splendid mixture for
laying hens is equal parts of cracked
corn, wheat and oats, which 6hould
be scattered in the litter r
mr
V
middlings and beef ecraps should be
kept in receptacles to which the fowls
have access at all times.
Plenty of exercise increases the egg
yield. Provide four or five feet of
good, clean litter In which to scatter
the grain.
Cabbages, mangels, potatoes, etc.,
make excellent green feed.
When wet mashes are fed, be sure
they are crumbly and not sticky.
For the first three days chicks
may
be fed a mixture of equal
parts
eggs and stale bread, or stale
bread soaked in milk. When bread
and milk are used, care should be
exercised to squeeze all milk out of the
bread. From the third or fourth
day
uuiu una emeus can eat wheat and
cracked corn, commercial chick feed
is a good ration.
Plenty of pure, fresh
grit,
shell and green feed shouldwater,
be avail-ablfrom the first day.
Feed the chickens about five
times
daily and only what they will eat
up
An ideal method of treating seed ears clean in a few minute, except at
them Immediately night, when they should receive all
by stringing
they want.
after they are gathered.

conditions where it is to be
planted.
Grown on productive plants of a
productive variety.
Well matured, and preserved from
ripening time till planting time in a
manner that will retain its full vigor.
Seed ears taken from the highest
yielding rows of
breeding

Foloy Kidney Pills Rcll:;?

Younsr.

Variety of Food.

i"6o vi ave a variety
of food, and It
usually.. can be given
tn them tr.
.1
i
,u 0iup
ueiter than In anv
other way.
.

And

A Good
Appetite

Post
Toasties
A dainty, nourishing
dish for breakfast, lunch
or supper ready to serve
direct from the package
with cream and sugar.
"Toasties" are thin bits

of choice Indian Corn-skil-fully
cooked and toasted to an appetizing golden
brown.

Wholesome
Nourishing

Easy to Serve

Profit From Cows.

Intelligence la 0f the utmost Ira
portance a handling cows
profitably

Sold by grocers everywhere.

SAN JON, NEW ME XICO, SENTINEL
"But I want to be alone with her.
Can't you see?"
"I can. but I wont Go at far as
you like. I'll close my eyes."
"Or I'll close them for you!" The
lad scowled; his companion laughed
mirthlessly.
"Don't start nothln' like that I'd
ruin you. Gals is bad for a man in
trainln anyhow."
"I suppose I'm not to see her"
"You can see her, but I want to
hear what you say to her. No emotion till after this race, Wally."
"You're an idiot! This whole affair
Is' preposterous ridiculous."
BT THE PLAY BT
"And yet it don e maice us laugn.
does It?" Glass mocked.
"If these cowboys make me run
that race, they'll be sorry mark my
wordsthey'll be sorry."
Speed lighted a cigarette and Inhaled deenlv. but only once. The
.
COPTRIdHT lOlO JCr HARPgP y BROTHERS
other lunged at him with a cry and
snatched it. "Give me that cigarette!'
while his comlike a traction-engine- ,
SYNOPSIS.
"I've had enough of this foolishpanion staggered to the gymnasium, ness," Wally stormed. "You are disA moment
Cowboys of the Flying Heart ranch are and sank into a chair.
heartbroken over the loss of their much-prize- d later he appeared with two bottles of charged!" I was."
"I wish
phonograph by the defeat of their
with the cook of beer, one glued to his lips. Both were
"You are!"
champion in a foot-rac- e
the Centipede ranch.. A house party if evidently ice cold, judging from the
"Not!"
on at the Flying Heart J. Wallingford
fog that covered them.
Speed, cheer leader at Yale, and Culver
"I.say you are fired!" Glass stared
rose wjth a cry.
champion run-ne- r.
Covington,
Speed
at him. "Oh, I mean It! I won't be
are expected. Helen Blake, Speeds
looks
"Gee!
That
good!"
loss
in
the
interested
becomes
sweetheart,
bullied."
of the phonograph. She suggests to Jean
But the other, thrusting him aside
"Very welL" Glass rose ponderousthe
ranch,
of
owner
of
the
Chapin, sister
without
the
neck
the
of
removing
to
she
Induce
her
lover,
that
ly.' "I'll wise up that queen of yours,
Covington,
win back the phonograph. Helen declares bottle from his lips, gurgled:
Mr. Speed."
that If Covington won't run. Speed will.
"No "booze, Wally! You're tralnin!" . "You
to talk to Miss
The Cowboys are hilarious over the prosaren't
"But I'm thirsty!" shouted the ath- Blake? Walt!"going
pect. Speed and his valet. Larry Glass,
Speed wilted misertrainer at Yale, arrive. Helen Blake asks lete, laying hands upon the full
bottle, ably. "She mustn't know. I I hire
Speed, who has posed to her as an athlete, to race against the Centipede man. and trying to wrench It free.
over again."
The cowboys Join in the appeal to Wally.
"Have a little sense. If youVe you
and fearing that Helen will find him out.
"Suit yourself."
he consents. He insists, however, that he thirsty hit the sink. Glass still main"You see, don't you? My, love for
shall be entered as an unknown, figuring tained his
Indistincthold,
mumbling
to
take
in
time
that Covington will arrive
Helen Is the only serious thing I ever
his place. Fresno, glee club singer from ly: "Water's the worst thing in the
experienced," said the boy. "I can't
Stanford university and in love with world. Wait! I'll
some."
get
you
the
Helen, tries to discredit Speed with
lose her. You've got to help me out."
He stepped into the bunk-rooladies and the cowboys. Speed and Glass
to
And so it was agreed.
put in the time they are supposed to be return an instant later wil a cup half
spot.
training playing cards in' a secluded
That evening, when the clock
The cowboys explain to Speed how much full. "Rinse out your mouth, and
struck nine, J. Wallingford Speed was
the race means to them. Speed assures
to drag himself off
them he will do his best The cowboys don't swallow it all."
and
"All! There Isn't that much. Ugh! ready in willing
tell Glass it is up to him to see that Speed
of
the knowledge that
to bed,
spite
wins the race. Willie, the gunman, de- It's lukewarm.
I .want a bucket of
clares the trainer will go back east packFresno was waiting to take his place
ed in Ice, if Speed falls. A telegram comes
in the hammock. He was racked by
from Covington saying he is in Jail at
won't
to
stand
"I
"Nothing
doing!
Omaha for ten days. Glass in a panic
a thousand pains, his muscles were
forces Speed to begin training in earnest have your epictetus chilled."
sore, his back lame. He was con"My what?"
sumed by a thirst which Glass stoutly
CHAPTER XI. Continued.
"Never mind now. ' Off with them
and pos"We are ready!" called Jean gayly. clothes, and get under that shower. I refused to let him quench,
fearful
a
longing for a
sessed by
Helen guess it'll feel pretty good
"What In the world"
dozed
he
off, regardsmoke. When
paused at sight of the swathed figure
Speed obeyed instructions sullenly, less of the snores from the bunk-hous- e
"Are you cold, Mr. Speed?"
while, his trainer, reclining In the
adjoining, Berkeley Fresno's
"Climb on your horses and get a
jjncorked the second musical tenor was sounding in his
start," panted the burly trainer; "he's bottle. From behind the blanket cur ears.
goin' to race you ten miles."
tains where the barrel stood, the forIt seemed to Speed that he had
"I'm going to do nothing of the mer demanded:
closed his eyes when he felt
tort. I'm going to "
"What did you mean by saying I'd barely
a rough hand shaking him, and heard
But Glass jerked him violently, cry- have to run again this afternoon?"
his trainer's voice calling, in a
ing:
"Starts!" said Glass, shortly.
"Come on, Cull! Get up!"
"And no talkin' to gals, neither.
"Starts?"
When he turned over It was only
You're trainln'. Now, get a move!"
"Fast work. We been loafing so to be shaken into complete wakefulSpeed halted stubbornly.
far; you got to get some ginger."
.
ness.
"Hit her up, Wally! G'wan, now-fa- ster!
"Rats! What's the use?"
It's
daylight!"
"Hurry up,
No loafing. Bo, or I'll wallop
'"No use at all. You couldn't out"Where?"
cease
until
did
he
Nor
they
you!"
run a steam-rollebut If you won't
"Come, now, you got to run five
both paused from exhaustion. Even duck out, I've got to do my best I'd
then he would not allow his charge to as lief die of a gunshot-woun- d
as miles before breakfast!"
Speed sat up with a groan. "If I
do more than regain his breath be- starve to death In the desert."
fore urging him onward.
"Do you suppose we could run
"See here," Wally stormed at last, away?"
'
"what's the use? I can't"
"Could we!" Glass propped himself
"What's the use? That's the use!"
eagerly upon one elbow. "Leave It to
Glass pointed to the north, where a me."
lone horseman was watching them
resumed rubbing him"No!"
from a knoll. "D'you know who that self down.Wally
"I can't leave without lookIs?""
ing like a quitter. Fresno would get
The rider was small and
her sure."
v
"What's the difference If you're
"Willie!"
of a cloud with a gold guitar
"That's who."
in
your lap?"
"He's following us!"
"Oh,
they won't kill us."
him
With knees trembling beneath
Is
"I tell you these
Speed jogged feebly on down the road.
run
and
desp'rate. If you stay here
Glass puffing at his heels.
race next Saturday, she'll tiptoe
When, after covering five miles, thaton
Sunday and put a rose In your
they finally, returned to the Plying up
sure. I can see her nowt all
Heart, It was with difficulty that they hand,
me, Wally, we
could" drag one foot after another. in black. Take It from
.
ain't goin' to have no luck In this
Wally Speed was drenched with per'
'D' You Know Who That Is?"
spiration, and Glass resembled noth- thing." dear
fellow, the simplest way
"My
ing so much as a steaming pudding;
to in- run five miles," he said, "I won't want
rivulets of sweat ran down his neck, out of the difficulty is for me
any breakfast," and he laid himself
his face was purple, his lips swollen. jure myself"
"Here!" Glass hopped to his feet down again gratefully he was very
have to run alone this
and dove through the blankets. "None sore whereat his companion fairly
afternoon," panted the tormentor.
Haven't I run of that! Have" a little regard for me dragged him out of bed. As yet the
"This afternoon?
room was black, although the windows
It's my curtain."
enough for one day?" the victim If you go lame
I
All that day the trainer stayed close were grayed by the first faint streaks
I'm all
pleaded. "Glass, old man,
to his charge, never allowing him out of dawn. From the adjoining room
in, I tell you; I'm ready to die."
aft- came a chorus of distress: snores of
"Got to fry off some more leaf of his sight, and when, late in the
and degree of Invulernoon, Speed rebelled at the espion- every size, volume,
lard," "declared the trainer with
tensity, from the last harrowing gasp
cook- age, Glass merely shrugged his
garity. He lumbered into the
of
strangulation to the bold trumpet
house, radiating heat waves, puffing

WfflSJ F5StKWE3TED
n

inter-collegla-

te

.

Ice-wat-
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ice-water- !"

to-day- ."

cosy-corne- r,

half-whispe-r:

r,

stoop-shouldere- d.

cow-perso-

,

sar

MY-you- 'll

There were
of torture,
groans
sighs,
shuddered.
blasts.
rumbling
Speed
"They sound like a troop of trained
he said.
"Don't wake 'em up. Here!" Glaai
yawned widely, and tossed a bundle of
sweaters at his companion.
"Ugh! These clothes are all wet
and cold, and It feels like blood!"
"Nothin but the mornln' dew."
ing! of a bull moot
long-draw-

sea-lions-

n

,"

'It's perspiration."

"Well, a little sweat won't hurt yon."
"Nasty word." Speed yawned In
turn. "Perspiration! I can't wear wet
clothes," and would have crept back
Into his bed.
This time Glass deposited him upon
a stool beside the table, and then
lighted a candle, by the sickly glare
of which he selected a pair of running-shoe- s.
"Why didn't you leave me alone?"
grumbled the younger man. "The
only pleasure I get is In sleep I forget things then."
"Yes,' retorted the former, sarcastically, "and you also seem to forget
that these are our last days among
the living. Saturday the big thing
comes off."
"Forget! I dreamed about It!" The
boy sighed heavily. It was the hour
in which hope reaches its lowest ebb
and vitality is weakest. He was very
cold and very miserable.
"You ain't got no edge on me," the
other acknowledged, mournfully. "I'm
too young to die, and that's a bet"
Suddenly the pandemonium in the
bunk-hous- e
was pierced by the bra
zen jangle of an alarm-clocwhereat
a sleepy voice cried:
clock!"
"Cloudy, kill that
"The Indian uttered some indistinguishable epithet, and Ihe next instant
there came a crash as the offending
timepiece was hurled violently against
k,

the wall.

In silence Glass shoved his unsteady
victim ahead of him out into the dawn.
In the east the sun was rising amid
a riotous splendor. At any other time,
under any other circumstances, Speed
could not have restrained his admiration, for the whole world was a glorious sparkling panoply of color. But
to the stiff and wearied Eastern lad it
was all cruelly mocking. When he
halted listlessly to view its beauties
he was goaded forward, ever forward,
faster and faster, until finally, amid
protests and sighs and complaining
d
joints, he broke into a heavy,
jog-trartistic
the
that jolted
sense entirely out of him.
flat-foote-

ot

CHAPTER XII.

'

WAS usually a procedure
not alone of difficulty but of
diplomacy as well, to rout
out the ranch-hand-s
of the
Flying , Heart without engendering hostile relations
that might bear fruit during
the day. This morning Still
Bill Stover had more than
his customary share of trouble, for
they seemed pessimistic.
Carara, for Instance, breathed a
Spanish oath as he combed his hair,
and when the foreman inquired the
reason, replied:
"I don' sleep good. I been tlnk
mebbe I lose my saddle on this footrace."
Cloudy, whose toilet was. much less
Intricate, grunted from the shadows:
"I thought I heard that phonograph
all night."
"It was the Natlf Son slngln' to his
gal," explained one of the hands. "He's
gettln' on my nerves, too. If he wasn't
a friend of the boss, I'd sure take a
surcingle and abate him consider
able."
"Vat you t'ank? I dream' Mr.
Speed is ron avay an' broke his leg,"
volunteered Murphy, the Swede, whose
name New Mexico had shortened from
Bjorth Kjelllser.
"Run away?"
"Ya-as- t
I dream' he's out for little
ron ven piece of noosepaper blow up
in his face an' mak' him ron avay,
yust same as horse. He snort an'
yump, an' ron till he step in prairie-do-g
hole and broke his leg."
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not where HI Island lift
fronded
Their
palms In air;
only know I rannot drift
Hcyond His love and car.

I know
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Search
Me!
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Girl's Tears Vanquish
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Famed

Constables

slap the face of anybody who kicked
her doggies. Then there briskly fol
lowed another kick, a slap and a
summons.
con
. "I want some very competent
stables to make an attachment for
ime' announced Miss Wallich in the

Br REV. PARLEY E. ZARTMANN.

ering like a child's. ' "You're going
elderly, had a $75 judgment against to tak- - away my poor little 'bow
Miss Mamie Wade, who is young wows? why, they'll die and and I
and looks 'like a magazine cover don't know what I'll do."
come to life. Miss Wallich and Miss
"Then we we can't do anything, can
Wade live across the- hall from each we, Paradis?"
other.
"Don't see how we can, agreed
It was in this way Miss Wallich Paradis.
When the constables got back to
got her judgment: Miss Wade has
three Pomeranians, much disliked by the county building they didn't seem
Miss Wallich. On occasions Miss to be greatly worried because they
Wallich places her foot in as violent had "fallen down."
"A man," said Romanski, belliger
juxtaposition with one or another of
the Pomeranians as a lady might ently, "can't be expected to get the
without entirely sacrificing her dig- goods every time, can he? That ain't
nity. Miss Wade said she would nature."
Miss Wilhelmlna Wallich, who

Is

-

Cow With Crumpled

Man

Horn;

Is All

Forlorn

I
CHICAGO. "Wha' d'ye think amde
asylum?" peevishly
manded De Witt C. Cregier, city custodian of lost, strayed and stolen property, when he was invited the other
day to assume the care and proper

upbringing

of one blond, abandoned

cow.

But Mrs. R. R. Tansley, 5435 Iawn-dal- e
avenue, who has put the poor
thing to bed every night and milked it
every morning for three months, demanded as an enfranchised woman
with conetitutlonal rights that she be
relieved. She called Cregier by telephone.
"I found the creature homeless In
Hyde Park on a dark night three
months ago," she said. "For three
months I have patiently provided It
with hay. I have advertised four times
in vain for the owner. And every
morning I have milked it."
"You should worry, then," retorted
Cregier. "Keep on milking."
But Mrs. Tansley would not accept
the suggestion.
"You've got to take this cow off my
.

A

TEXT-Sear- ch
me,' 0 God, and know
my heart; try m and know my thoughts:
and eee it there be any wicked way In
me, and lead me In the way everlasting.
Psalm 129:23-24.

There Is a way
of life that transcends all others,
more delightful as
we go on In it.
and more blessed
at the end it is
the way everlastHere the
ing,

There was no difficulty In

Constable

MICH.

V

Srctetaryof Eilemion Department
Meody BibU Institute, Chicago

constables' room.
For a difficult task who would serve
better than Romanski and Paradis?
They took the papers and the case.
DETROIT, fearless tamer of a local into Miss Wade's apartment. getting
A sign
street railway. Is not Infallible. Con- bore the invitation "Apartment to
stable Paradis, whose threats to seize rent on third floor. Walk in."
a crack train on a big railway In satMiss Wade looked at the constables
Two large
isfaction of a judgment, brought a and at the attachment
haughty corporation to Its knees, has tears came into her eyes.
his human side.
"Oh! Oh!" she said, her Hps quiv

D. D.

i

Psalmist prays
that he may be

led in such a way,
and
that such
heart
searching
will take place
that he may not
miss that way.
Christian
The
will nrav this nraver. should Dray it
daily; for, conscious of his fellowship
with God. he would have It proven
and would have taken from him every
thing hindering such fellowship. But
tne sinner will pray this prayer, ne
must Dray it. In his case, conscious
ness of God as revealed here leads to
terror because of sin and desire for
forgiveness, accentance and cleansing.
The Christian sees how far short he
s of the glory of God and his cry is
:hat nothlne mav interfere with com
plete conformity, and for this he
needs faith, justifying and sanctifying.
in addition, the sinner needs saving
faith before he finds his feet in the
first steps of the way everlasting.
Note the steps by, which the sinner
comes to this cry Search me.
Divine Omniscience.
God knows me, and knows all about
me (vs.
Every movement, every
thought, every word, every way all
'known to the God with whom I have
to do. He knows me thoroughly, and
as if he had examined me minutely.
"He knows all men, he knows all men
thoroughly, he knows all men constantly." This solemn truth may
awaken wonder and admiration In the
Christian, it may be a great comfort
to him and an assurance of guidance
and
but to the sinner It Is
a solemn warning and a call to repentance and faith. The truth of this
part of the Psalm has a beautiful
parallel in the epistle to the Romans:
"For of him, and through him, and to
him are all things." God knows my
down-sittin- g
and my uprising, he compasses my path, he has beset me behind and before, he is acquainted with
all my ways. What can a sinner do
in the presence of such a God but to
say: Search me, . . . try me . . . lead
me? And God will answer his cry.
There emerges another reason for
the sinner's cry: he cannot get away
from this God (vs.
God Is everywhere, not a mere power ruling in
might and by laws really outside him
self, but a personality distinct, separate, superior, and seeing all I do.
"Thou God seest me." This
of God makes It a dreadful,
an awful, thing to sin. "Whither shall
I go from thy spirit? or whither shall
I flee from thy presence?
Up into
heaven . . in hell . . . the uttermost
parts of the sea . . . darkness shall
cover me . . . the darkness and the
light are both alike to thee." What
can I hide from him, or where can I
sin that he will not see me? Yes,
but this verj God who knows all about
).

hands," she lneisted. "Besides, she's
going dry."
Cregier mopped the perspiration
from his agitated brow. The place
where he keeps lost, strayed and stolen
property is the vault in his office, City
hall, floor three. He knew his duty
and sought to evade it.
Presently he was seen bending over
his desk and writing feverishly. His
associates in the office looked over
his shoulder and saw that he was trying to write a "want ad." After discarding several Cregier produced this:
"WANTED The maiden all forlorn,
Who lost a cow with a crumpled horn,
Call on any September morn."

Wanted: Somebody to Get the Secretary's Goat

well-bein-

g;

was given indefinite shore leave that
he might get a change from his usual
diet of beans, pork, ship biscuit and
anything left lying loose on deck, by
eliminating the collection of tin cans
and weeds that had accumulated in
the yard.
After sizing up the general situation
in a leisurely way, Sambo hopped
down to the bottom of the drydock.
Then he began scratching himself
against one of the shoring blocks that
supported the port side of the battleship. There was a nail in it and he
got more scratching than he needed.
In fact, he became grouchy about it
and proceeded to administer to that
block a series of vigorous butte, which
sounded to the marine sentry overhead
like the chirping of a pneumatic riv- us and
who
eter at work on the frame of a sky- dwells In the Ecea all we do, who
uttermost parts of the
scraper.
earth alco can save to the uttermost.
scoutThe marine did some hurry-uThauk Cod. he still forgives. Search
out
the
deck
called
guard uif
ing and
try toe . . . lead me.
.

every-wherene-

PHILADELPHIA.

That Jolly,

,

Daniels, who won
the navy portfolio on account of his
varied and tempestuous seafaring career in the Carolina hills, wants somebody to get his goat. He has one he
doesn't know what to do with.
This goat was the mascot of the
Connecticut and
has brought disgrace upon himself and
shame upon the navy.
The Connecticut wae in drydock at
the League Island navy yard near Philadelphia. Sambo (which is the goat)
super-dreadnoug-

ht

p

-

-

ss

Once more the Psalmist sets forth
a reason for his cry for searching-G- od
is associated so intimately with
bis entire life, even before he himself had any consciousness. "Thine
eyes did see my substance, yet being
imperfect; and in thy book all my
members were written, which in continuance were fashioned, when as yet
there was none of them." "I am fearfully and wonderfully made." Man is
a creature according to God's design,
living under God's inspection and by
God's power. How, worse than folly
not to yield ourselves to him.
Come, let us take pur proper place
as sinners, in the presence of a God
who knows all about us, who sees all
we do everywhere and always, and
who haB infinite care 'and concern
about us. Such a God should fill us
with awe that we sin not; we can
take courage so that fear will not possess us; and we can be filled with
comfort and strength; even coming
to a place of perfect sympathy with
all that God does, and doing all we
can to establish righteousness In the
earth.
Search me . . . try me . . . lead me.
This prayer is natural now. If you
have never made it there is only one
reason you never have seen God In
his holiness, power and might. When
God searches he may find in you some
way of wickedness unforsaken sin,
some unyielded room, some unloving
spirit, some selfishness but If you
really will to have it so, God will lead
you in the way everlasting, a way
that shineth more and more unto the
perfect day. So, couple with this
prayer, that other petition, "Create In
me a clean heart, 0 God, and renew
a right spirit within me." Let your
vital concern be, Is my heart right
with God? for with him that is the
supreme thing. Put your prayer into
the words of that heart-song- :
.

Oh. for a

heart to praise my God.
heart from sin set free;
A heart that's sprinkled with Thy
So

A

freely shed for me.

heart

In

blood,

every thought renewed.

And full of love divine,

Perfect, and right, and pure, and good,
A copy. Lord, of Thine.
Do Not Strive.
The older apostle, writing to his
younger and
says: "The servant of God must not
strive." He meant just what he said.
His further words explain. He goee
on to say that this servant oj the Lord
must be "gentle unto all men, apt to
teach, patient, in meekness instructing those that oppose themselves; If
God peradventure will give them repentance to the acknowledging of the
truth; and that they may recover
themselves out of the snare of the
devil, who are taken captive by him
at his will." (2 Tim. 2:24-26.- )
A recital of facts, an exposition of
principles may be made without!
strife. It is well to remember this. It
is also well to bear In mind that In any
discussion it does not always follow
that the' man who gets the last word
gets victory. Bishop O. P. Fitzgerald,
in Nashville Christian Advocate, '
well-belove- d

It Is Still Alpha.
The late Dr. Russell D. Hitchcock
was fond of saying that "Christianity
is only vestibule as yet" There Is a
truth in that statement. We are but
looking in at the spaces beyond in the
great and growing temple. There is
force yet In Mark's introduction to
his evangel, "The beginning of the
gospel of Jesus Christ." It is 'still
Alpha Omega is not yet. We-ar- e
of
the morning, not of the even, nor as
yet of the midday. The promise to
us is, "I will give him the morning
star!" Our experience of the gospel
so far is neither failure nor finality- -It
is a stage in the process, not to another gospel, but toward the richer
and broader unfolding of the same
gospel. Zion's Herald.
Expedients are for the hour; principles are for the ages. Beecher.
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SAN JON, NEW MEXICO, SENTINEL
REBUKE THAT WAS DESERVED

WATER IN FARMHOUSE

Noted Author's Cutting Answer War
ranted by the. Exigencies of

the Case.

Amelia E. Barr, in her autobiography, tella of her experience In looking for a "church home" In the big
city. She enjoyed a sermon by a famous preacher and wrote to ask about
Joining his congregation. An officer
of the church called. After the polite
"Doctor C.
preliminaries he said:
would like to know the name of your
banker," "My banker," she replied
In amazement.
"I have no banker."
"You Bee," he continued, "ours is a
very extravagant church I mean In
good works and our members must
be looked to for large subscriptions.
Doctor C. is Acquainted with your
name, and thinks highly of you, but
he is afraid you would not be able
to give as as liberally as our churcTi
expenses demanded." Mrs. Barr looked
at him silently while he floundered in
explanations. Finally she said: "You
had better - make no more explana
tions, sir. I understand that only the
rich can be members of Doctor C.!s
church. The Lord Christ also is there
fore ineligible. I will remain outside
with him." San Francisco Argonaut.

Northwestern Farmer Describes
His Milkhouse and Tank.
Walls of Structure Were Built of Stone
Taken From Field Floor Hat '
Drain in the Center, and It
Sanitary and Clean.
(By R. G. WEATHERSTONE.)

In writing of the great changes
which he made in his farm within a
few years, a northwestern farmer
mentions one thing which should interest every farmer. The man thus
describes his milkhouse and water

tank:
"A water tank

barrels
holding
has been mounted in the tower of the
.

30

windmill and pipes laid to the house,
barn and sheep shed. Below this tank
and over the pump was built a stone
milkhouse. The tank was incorporated into the roof of this house as a tower. To protect the tank' against freezing it was boarded in, leaving an air
space which was filled with cut straw.
The outside was papered and shingled
This has proven entirely satisfactory
"The walls of the milkhouse were
Wise Change.
built of stone, taken from the field
"I understand that your friend, the laid with their rounded surfaces ex
fastidious Mr. Bixley, didn't marry his posed, giving a very pretty effect. The
landlady's daughter?'
floor, with- a drain in the center, is
he
"No,
thought better of 'it and cemented, which makes it sanitary
married
her
mother." Cleveland and easy to keep clean. This house,
Plain Dealer.
which is thus in direct, connection
-

.

,

What's the matter?
Theatrical Manager I'm debating
whether to put on a play that's recommended by. doctors or one that's a
Judge.

The First. Question.
Wiggs Young Sillicus says
'heart is lacerated.
Waggs Who's the lass?
GROWING

Immediately disinfect the premises
thoroughly. Separate the well hogs
from the 6ick ones, and divide the
healthy animals in two or more
groups and isolate them as completely as possible. All carcasses of hogs
which have died from cholera should
be burned or burled deeply and covered with quicklime.
As the germs of cholera gain access
to the system through feeding, the
way of prevention is well marked.
All feeding troughs and utensils
should be thoroughly cleaned and
fumigated, the yards plowed and preferably planted with forage crop
in season. Feed sparingly, using a
laxative, easily digested and nourishing ration. When hog cholera
serum Is used the hogs treated
Ehould remain together in the infected yards. The possible introduction of the disease into the pens by
people, dogs, birds, etc., should be
guarded against especially if hog cholera is in the neighborhood.
Whenever it is necessary for a per
son, to enter a hog lot when the disease is present the shoes should be
thoroughly cleaned and disinfected.
Persons taking care of diseased animals should take necessary measures
to prevent the spread of the disease,
and see that others take similar pre
cautions.

Fint in Quality
Fint in Reatdtt
Fir$t in Purity
Fint in Economy

t

and for these reasons

Calumet Baking

Powder is first in the
hearts of the million
of housewives who
use it and know it.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS

WorM'a Pare Fee4 Exneet&a.

Pi?lMitiw, Fiun, llwdb

1912.

f0T MADE BY THE TPt!

CORNER

ft

r0M(

luaiai
we

Sometimes we are in doubt as to
whether a corner is Equare, even after
we have had the steel square on it.
Sometimes the square has been
knocked out of square, and many other things that could cause the corner
to be wrong.
To get the square by this method,
measure off six feet from the cornet

.

proved by the clergy.

(J57A

Anlmalt Afflicted Should Be Isolated
at Completely at Possible Prevent Spread of Diteate.

Infallible Method Given for Finding
Perfect Square on Corner Where
Some Doubt Exists.

first sight.
Hemmandway Yes; and now he is
sorry he didnt' take a second look.
Judge.
Managerial Dilemna.

CH0LERA

TREAT,NG

WAY OF SQUARING A

Repenting at Leisure.
Shlmmerpate I understand
brough fell In love with' his wife at

Friend

I

his

with'the water supply, is used in sepa
rating the cream and in churning."
The above is a splendid convenience
or every oneion the farm. The fact
that there is running water in the

STRONGER

Apparently, with Advancing Age.
"At the age of 50 years I collapsed
from excessive coffee drinking," writes
a man in Mo. "For four years I shambled about with the aid of crutches or
cane,' most of the time unable to
dress myself without help.
"My feet were greatly swollen, my
right arm was shrunken and twisted
inward, the fingers of my right hand
were clenched and could not be extended except with great effort and
pain. Nothing seemed to give me more
than temporary relief.
"Now,, during all this time and for
about 30 years previously, I drank
daily an average of 6 cups of strong
coffee rarely missing a meal.
"My wife at last took my case Into
her own hands and bought some
Postum. She made it according to directions and I liked it fully as well
as the best high-grad- e
coffee.
In
"Improvement set in at once.
about 6 months I began to work a little, and in less than a year I was very
much better, improving rapidly from
day to day. I am now in far better
health than most men of my years
and apparently growing stronger with
advancing age.
"I am busy every day at some kind
of work and am able to keep up with
the procession without a cane. The
arm and hand that were once almost
useless, now keep far ahead in rapidity
of movement and beauty of penman-chip.- "
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Write for copy of the little book, "The Road to Wellville."
Postum comes in two forms:
Regular Postum must be well boiled.
Instant Postum is a soluble powder.
A teaspoonful dissolves quickly in a
cup of hot water and, with the addi
tion of cream and sugar, makes a de
licious beverage Instantly.
"There's a reason" for Postum.

CHICAGO

Milkhouse and Water Tank.

-MYa money wteB too bay comb f
baking powder. Don't b nailed. Bar Calamec. It'a
mora wholesome five feed retain.
Bora .economical
Calumet it far tapenor to near milk and toaa.

Agreeable Change.

house, makes bathroom conveniences
possible, and to say nothing of the
comfort and saving of labor by having
water in the kitchen. We call the
man who thought up the scheme and
carried it to a successful conclusion,
an ideal farmer. You can depend upon it, he is a successful one, too.

First Clubman I've been watching
Blowhard over there smoking.
Second Clubman Where's the interest?
First Clubman It's such a pleasant

change to find him puffing something
else besides himself.
on one side and eight feet on the

Pigweed.
Prevent pigweed from going to seed,
and avoid sowing the seed in grain and
grass seeds. Frequent and thorough
cultivation of the seed bed before
sowing the seed will check growth in
grain fields. . Good plowing, . thorough
cultivation, with some hand hoeing
and pulling, will eradicate the weed
from cultivated crops. It does not
give serious trouble in, fields where
crops are grown in a good rotation. It
is most troublesome in gardens, but
shallow cultivation and hoeing or pulling by hand will eradicate it.

Ik a

Tm isn't

other side. Then lay a

ten-fomeas
as
in
shown
the drawing,
uring pole,
and adjust the corner until the arrows point at 1. and 10.
Be sure and have the arrows point
ing on the same side of the measuring
pole. This method is infallible.
ot

Testing Eggs.
During incubation eggs should be
tested on the seventh and fourteenth
days. At the first test the air cell
should measure about a quarter .of
an inch, on the 'tenth day a half inch.
fifteenth dayflve-eighth- s
inch, nine
s
teentn day
inch. The
measurement should be taken from
the middle of the large end.
three-quarter-

Easy Victim for Sharper.
The man who does not read up on
his business is blind to his own inColor of Eggs.
terests, and is an easy victim to the
The first eggs of the brown-eglay
sharper who wants to get money with- ers are generally of a good color, but
out giving anything of value in re- as the hen increases her
"laying she
turn.
decreases the amount of color, owing
to the gradual loss of the pigment
Pastures.
which colors the eggs.
Making
If the woodland pasture has only a
few scraggly trees, cut them down.
Effective for Vermin.
When whitewashing the inside of
They will not pay as timber and they
only serve to cast shade which re- the poultry house don't forget to add a
tards the grass. Make it all pasture ittle crude carbolic acid. It makes
or a$ woodlot.
he wash more' effective for vermin.

.

i
Its Advantages.
"There is one very good thing
about a circus."
"What is that?"
"A man can 'see the elephant' without having a lot of fuss made about

It."

I

Mrs.Winslow's Soothing, Syrup for Children
teething, softens the gums, reduces lnflamm
tion.allays paiu.c urea wind coiie,25c a bottled
A,

American
telephone
system,
throughout in every particular, has
been installed at Bahia, Brazil.
Be ihrlftj on little
things like bluinfr.
Don't accept water for bluing.
Ask for Red

Cross Ball Blue.

Adv.

i

A sure way to be
ignorant Is to
think you know It all.

g

)

.

The matchless beauty starts the
flagration.

con-

Foley Kidney Pills Succeed

because they are a good honest medicine that canno help but heal kidney and bladder ailments and urinary
irregularities, if they are once taken
into the system. Try.,them now
for positive and permanent help.

SAN JON, NEW MEXICO,
DRAFTER

RAINSTORM

NOW

MOST PROFITABLE HORSE
firaf-efu-

I

y

Imported Brood Mares, None of
In raising any kind of live stock
for market, the farmer should bear in
fact
mind the very
Important
that the other fellow is the one to
pay out the cash. This makes all the
difference In the world, so far as the
selling value of any kind of stuff is
concerned, and most especially live
stock. Opinions.' and likewise fashions, change with the times, so the
thoroughbred, the idol of the betting
and racing public, twenty years ago,
(s now practically a drug on the market. Speedy trotting-brehorses are
even 'in
a
but
little
better,
fairing
this class of equine perfection there
is not so much enthusiasm evinced as

o

g

.

'

,

J

Which Have Good Legs.
when it comes to choosing a draft
breed.
A few years ago the writer had occasion to take a trip, by private conveyance, through the state of Virginia, the journey included traveling
counties, and one
through twenty-twcounty, especially, that t of Rockingham, had thirty registered Percheron
stallions who were by their service
to the mares of the county so building up the drafkhorse Interest of
this particular section of the Old
Dominion, that buyers from many of
centers ,of the east,
the horse-sellinnotably New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore and Washington, visited the county seat Harrisonburg at
regular intervals through the year,
Court days generally, to purchase
these fine Virginia horses, and the
writer has seen as many. . as one
thousand offered for sale in one day
by the farmers of Rockingham and
adjoining counties.
Remember that when you breed
your good draft mare you will have
to wait practically a year before you
Virginia Raised Draft Mares. 1,600 even see the colt, then it will be at
least three more years before this
Pounds Weight Each.
is marketable. This means four
colt
in the days of two decades ago, when
ere you can make anything
the "Grand Circuit" meant practical- yearsa
like
profitable sale for your colt;
ly all of the United States, that 13 at therefore you can readily understand
certain seasons of the year.
how unwise it will be for you to
Millions of dollars were then in- breed to
any but a choice stallion.
vested by the hardest headed busiLet him be of good size, that Is for
ness men of the country in expensive his
breed, and at present we are
breeding establishments, where the
choicest stallions and brood mares
of either trotting or running blood,
were kept to perpetuate their excellences through their progeny. Times
have changed and these great breeding establishments no longer enjoy
the prestige that they did. In other
words, the runners and trotters are
no longer the royalty of the equine
world, that is in the. United States,
but on the other hand the honest,
big muscled drafter has come in for
his share of honor. The drafter is a
profitable horse. The writer has for
the past twenty years had occasion
to visit at certain seasons the big
He has
sale stables of the south.
seen thousands of horses and mules
change hands, and can truthfully
say that in all these years has never
known a good drafter to go begging, Virginia Raised" Draft Stallion, 1,750
as the saying is, but on the other
Pounds.
hand there was always some one,
of draft horses, look, out for
present at the sale who seemed to speaking that is such as may be
want a horse of this class. The rea- blemishes,
,
weak-eyesson for this is very apparent, the transmitted to the progeny,
bad feet, upright shoulders, a
Btrong, sound work horse is needed
to long weak back, coarse, meaty legs
by so many, that it is much harder
to
is
it
"glut below the hock and knee, all these
supply the demand than
failings are often inherited by the
the market."
The disposition may be well
colt.
the
There are good drafters of all
'
The considered, for much depends on
breeds that are' new raised.
,
Percheron seems to bo the favorite, that.
of the mare are of
The
Qualities
breeds
other
the
of
one
not that any
and if she is un- - j
do not have their good points, and do utmost importance,
not at the same time- have their ad- dersizes, badly formed, or mean in
mirers, but it seoma to the writer temper, you may reasonably expect
tractible to see some of these defects in the
tint the strong, well-buihorse of France, carries off the palm foaj.
d

'
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THE DESERT

Changes That Follow a Del
uge of Icy Water on the
Hot Sands.

It Is dry on the desert Dry is the
natural condition, yet it is more than

usually dry. The foothills quiver and
the stunted cedars dance in the uncer
tain light; the rocks seem to twist
and move uneasily; it is the mirage
of heat. The greaaewood is gray with
dust, the gramma grass is brown and
crisp underfoot Drought and despair
seem painted on everything, living and
dead. Is aught living?
There is a cloud in the south It
peeps dark over the cliff, it spreads
out along the gray wall. Silently,
swiftly it overspreads the desert valley. The sun 'is hidden. It is not cooler for that, it is hotter.' We spur our
jaded ponies, they respond wearily;
the sweat rolls off their reeking sides,
Joseph S. Wing writes in the Breeders' Gazette. Yet it seems ridiculous
that we should fear rain. It has not
raised for nearly a year.
We hear a low murmur off in the
south. It echoes and rolls along the
cliff wall. There it is once more and
nearer, louder. Again it rolls out It
is thunder not the sharp rattle of an
but deeper,
eastern thunderstorm,
more prolonged, more ominous. What
has happened to yonder cliff? It has
disappeared. Instead it is a gray veil.
It is rain at last. And now we are in
the thick of it How it" pours! We
pull our sombreros down and crouch
before it Joy streams 'course down
our legs. The thirsty earth opens to
take it, but seems in danger of being
washed away.
Hear the rolle of the thunder now
right over our heads. See the blinding
sheets of rain. Are we following the
trail? Let us hasten to cross yonder
arroyo before the flood comes coursing
down it. Ah, just in time! Look, up
the arroyo. See, the wall of water
comes sweeping down. It reaches from
wall to wall, before it roll stones, on
the crest are stick's, logs,' brush. It is
death to any man who gets caught in
that turbid flood.
Slowly we plod along over the plain
again. It is raining slowly now. Every
drop is soaking in. The range Is saved.
Oh, ye of little faith!
The storm has gone. Only thin
cloud wreaths veil yonder peaks. We
ride merrily along, the air cooled and
purified, the afternoon sun drying our
soaked garments. Who thought the
desert was dead? Already we see the
green hue of gramma grass. We note
tiny flowers; they must have been hidden by dust before the rain. See the
little squirrels; see the prairie dogs
When did they get a drink before this?
We are near the cottonwoods by the

river now.
We shut our eyes.

ENDS DYSPEPSIA,
INDIGESTION. GAS
'Tape's Diapepsin" cures

sick,

sour stomachs in five minutes
-T- ime It!

"Really does" put bad stomachs in
order "really doesj" overcome indigestion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
sourness in five minutes that just
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the largest selling stomach regulator in the
world. If what you eat ferments into
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and
eructate sour, undigested food and
acid; head is dizzy and aches; breath
foul; tongue coated; your insides filled
with bile and indigestible waste, remember the moment "Pape's Diapepsin" comes in contact with the stomach
all such distress vanishes. It's truly
astonishing almost marvelous, and
the joy is its harmlessness.
case of Pape's DiaA large fifty-cepepsin will give you a hundred dollars'
worth of satisfaction.
It's worth its weight In gold to men
and women who can't get their stomIt belongs in your
achs regulated.
should
home
always be kept handy
in case of a sick, sour, upset stomach
during the day or at night It's the
quickest, surest and most harmless
stomach doctor in the world. Adv.
nt

Hard to Please.
s
typical "mover" of the
a
few
was
days
type
passing
at a cow camp in Arizona, preparatory to going into the desert, on a
prospecting trip. His wife, a tired
out, faded out creature, complained
to some of the cowhands of the hard-- ,
ness of her lot; and the foreman
took it upon himself to remonstrate
with the husband for his shiftlessness
and his indifference to his wife's welfare.
"The old woman ain't got no kick
comln'!" 6aid the husband when he
had heard the foreman's remarks.
'She ain't got no kick at all. Why,
stranger, when we wuz fixin' to camp
of a night many a time I've driv'
the team half a mile out of the way
so's wood and water would be handy
fur the old woman to fetch!" Saturday Evening Post.
A

ultra-shiftles-

The Sensation.
Upon returning from the city, Farmer Green said to his friend:
"Say, Aaron, I had a ride in my
cousin's automobile while I was up to
the city."
"Waal," replied Farmer Green, "it
seemed a good deal like fallin' into 8
mighty deep well, only ye dropped
straight ahead instead of down'ards."

Is this an or
chard in old Ohio? Surely, we hear
Important to Mothers
the robin chirping? His notes are
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy foi
brave ones, full of faith, courage.
infants and children, and see that it
Then the Ghost Left
The rector of Asfordsby says he has
"laid" a troublesome ghost by the
pomp and ceremony of solemn exorcism. Archbishop Thompson once accomplished the same feat in a much
simpler manner.
Staying at a country house with traditions of a family ghost, he was put
up for the night in the "haunted
chamber." In the morning his hosts
were anxious to know if he had seen
anything.
"Oh, yes," he replied, "about twelve
o'clock I heard a knock at the door. I
said, 'Come in, come in.' "
"And did he come?"
"Yes, an old sallow looking man."
"Yes, that is our ghost! What did
you do?"
"I got out of bed and asked if he belonged to the house. He nodded assent.
I asked if he were a parishioner. He
nodded again. Then I said, 'I am anx-- )
ious to build some new schools; will
you give me a subscription?' He disappeared and I saw no more of him!"
London Chronicle."

Signature of

UuzAyMSa

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Caatoria
Bacon

Good Guess.
I see a man up in a Vermont

town says his horse knows the days oi
the week.
Egbert Because he never stops in
front of a saloon on Sunday, I
1

Severe Rheumatism
Grove Hill, Ala.: Hunt's Lightning
Oil cured my wife of a severe case of
Rheumatism and my friend of toothache. I surely believe it is good for
all you claim for it A. R. Stringer.
25 and 50c bottles. All dealers.
Adv.
No With These Styles.
"Is her business in good shape?"
"It couldn't be:t She's a fashionable
dressmaker."

Woman must make her way in the
world: man has his.

SAN JON, NEW MEXICO, SENTINEL
"Why, I might," was replied. "Do his face, and that of the weeping girl OF THE EARTH'S BEST
was hidden In the
you know the Isabell farm?"
"No."
"It's it's over!" said the young
"A mortgage has been foreclosed on man.
MAM
"Then who don't old Carney come in CLERGYMAN DEFINES THE
It, and it is to be sold to the highest
WHO IS A GENTLEMAN.
bidder tomorrow. Of course the old and order us to vacate forthwith?"
the
asked
farmer.
man Carney, who held the mortgage,
"Because I bid in the place Instead
will bid it in if he can. No one may
By GRACE KERRIGAN.
May "Go Wrong" for a Time, but to
Driving across the country on a bid against him, as no one wants trou- of old Carney!"
"But how long do you give us?"
June day with horse and buggy, a ble with him. He'll get a farm worth
the End He Is "On the Square,"
be
ten
"Will
of
less
for
and
all
than
$600.
satisfactory?"
$2,000
man
smiled
and
years
By
young
laughed
and Friendship With Him
her
rose
and
The
he
out
in
up,
through
$1,000
bummed. He mocked a crow, and
girl
Improvements you
laying
Is a Privilege.
shouted at a farmer in the field. Now will have a $5,000 farm there. Better tears and with a trembling voice she
and then he slapped his leg, and now go out and make a bid. I like to see said:
When asked, not long ago, to give
"I can't tell you how much we have I Ma
and then he gave the old horse a cut young men get along."
cpa nf ' 'a gentleman," a noted
And this was the banker to whom worried. It will be a kindness if you
with the whip, and a few seconds later
said:
the lawyer had been Introduced twice, will tell us just what your plans are clergyman
begged his pardon for the act
Of one thing I am assured, namely,
Mr. Ralph Warrenton, attorney and but who didn't remember his name in regard to the farm."
that he will never be ashamed of his
"Why, your father is going to get
counsellor at law. was a resident of three days ago when passing him oh
and that he will studiously rethe town of Dorset, where he was the street. He was now anxious to well as fast as he can. Meanwhile, I originto
pretend he is anything except
throw something good In the young will get a hired man for him to direct fuse
neither beloved nor despised.
is. He will be conspicuous
he
what
When he can walk around there will
He had set up a law office on noth man s way.
doff his hat to a ruin,
Mr. Warrenton drove out to the farm be a partnership. We'll combine law for pity, always
ing, and still had his original capital,
to
a woman, whether
be chivalrous
and was in debt besides. He had four the next morning. No one had arrived and agriculture and change the sign
young or old, beautiful or plain, noble
clients in three vears.
and had lost yet, and he knocked at the door of the to read: 'Warrenton & Isabell!'"
because she Is a
Did the girl understand? Not for a or ignoble, just
their cases for them with promptness farmhouse to make some inquiries. He
convinced that
started back when it was opened by a long time. Not till one evening when woman. Also I am
and dispatch. '
the
while
perfect gentleman will be
,
It was the general opinion that he young girl whom he thought must have the lawyer asked:
his mental superiors,
"See here, dear, I bid for the farm deferential to
didn't know much about law, and that dropped down from the city the .night
wherever it may
and encumbrances. Didn't that mean recognizing talent,
some day he would get discouraged before.
be found, he will pay respect to social
"1 want want ," he stammered.
".'
you?"
,
and go into partnership with the town
as sudifferences with absolute-ease"You wish to see my father, probto
a
"You
are
and
ought
lawyer
cooper.
premely unimportant, preserving the
know!" she laughed.
ably?"
They hadn't been fair to young War"The the farmer who 'Is to be sold (Copyright, 1913, by the McClure News while his entire independence, of which
renton. They are never fair to the out
no one on God's earth can ever rob
paper Syndicate.)
today."
young man who starts out without
him. The gentleman is accustomed to
"That is my father. He is In bed
in
his
or
make
to
Influence
way
money
with a broken leg, but he will see REMINDER
OF OLD WRECK accommodate his pace to the weakest,
the world. A "pull" is needed, and
to arrange nis conversation acwiums
when one has it his road is plain and you."
to
the capacity and interest of his au
It did not take the farmer ten min Chair From Steamer Sunk In Lake
easy to travel.
utes to explain matters. Poor crops
dience, to give without conferring theSuperior Nearly Forty Years
he
but
was
.
Warrenton
smart,
Ralph
two seasons in succession the loss of
wound of an obligation, to use nosRecovered.
Ago
could
It
in
with
the ring.
wasn't
his wife by death the accident to him
Ditality without grudging, to be care
or
had
neither be said that he
money
and ever to keep
He had defaulted on his last payment,
Walking on the beach of Lake Su less of a visiting list, so that it may
was making money, and so the clients and old
on
the
his
door
latch,
Carney had sold him out. The
near Marquette, A. A. Cole
carried their easy cases to other law old man had a son, and he'd have can perior
be
open by the stranger
pushed
easily
an
old
chair
remains
found the
of
vers and gave him those without a celled the mortgage
a
which had 'apparently been washed or even by the criminal, who finds
so
to
much
amount
He
didn't
his
in
and
hope.
"Father!" said the girl in the door; up in a recent storm and which he city of refuge at his hearth
cially. How could he when he couldn't and the subject dropped at once.
carried to his summer cottage. With heart.
buy a dress suit nor join a club? He
Warrenton
The true gentleman belongs to the
Young
proved right there the addition of a few pieces of wood
had raised the money two or three and then that he had the
Mr. Cole trans world and is never insular, which Is
makings of and a coat of
times to buy a chance at the "grab a good lawyer. He wasn't ten minutes formed his find paint
into a presentable only another form of .
that
but
church
at
festivals,
bag','
but whatever his nation, he is
figuring put why the mortgage had rocker.
hadn't helped him much.
been foreclosed. He talked a bit more
While making the repairs he discov- morally a polyglot and talks the lan
In the first place, how could the with the girl, whom the father had ered in stenciled letters on the bot guage of humanity. You will find him
briefless young lawyer afford to be referred to as Ethel, and admiring the tom underneath the seat the word without exception on the side of the
riding about in a livery rig at an ex- courage she was showing in the face "Str. St. Clair." Pioneer residents of weak, and ready to shiver a lance for
of misfortune; be said to himself:
pense of $2.50?
the upper peninsula well remember the oppressed and the degraded, or
,In the second, why was the grin on "I'll see that old Carney doesn't find the boat, which foundered in the west those who have been ostracised by
his face so broad and merry that one it so easy after all."
ern end of Lake Superior with all the world.
Five minutes later he knew who the hands in a storm nearly forty years
was reminded of eating hot maple
The gentleman is a person whom
old
In
man
out
was.
man
the
He
was
had
he
on
a
white
the
you never notice when he is in a room,
maple chip
sugar
ago.
almost
run
over
Ten
the day before.
How the chair came to be washed and never forget when'he is gone, and
spring sugar bush?
or
twelve men arrived at the same up on the beach at Marquette and no one is so much missed, though no,
He had a cool ten thousand dollars
time
with him, and among them was where it has been the almost half cen one desires to be so less. He underover
been
He
had
right in his pocket.
son.
the
He was a typical farmer's tury since the wreck is more than stands like no other being on earth,
to Iona to get it cashed. He had been
hired
man.
He knew, when to sow people hereabout can understand. says the right thing, though oftener
left that sum in his grandfather's will,
he
but
know who was gov- Though watersoaked, the wood of the still preserves silence, as the case may
oats,
didn't
and as no one had contested the will
ernor
of
state.
He could spell chair is in a fair state of preserva require, and always carries about with
the
on the grounds that the old man was
him a sense of comfort and livable
off his perch the legacy had come "hen." but he ate with his knife. He tion.
could
a
he
but
wlthness which is unique.
plow
furrow,'
the
straight
all
And
that
knowing
along.
had
never
of
heard
In
Atlantic
the
Phone
man
System
England.
Strange as it may seem to the thick
money meant to him the young
ocean.
I
"While
in
made
and unsensitive, the gentle
skinned
Englanad recently
wanted to ring out the fire departAnd
can
man
was
old
to
the
of
a
the
in
man may be as wild as a hawk and
ready
telephone system
ment.
study
cel
the
Mawould
if
In
the girl
that country," said R. T.
mortgage
vogue
may get into messes of various sorts
"Doggone your hide, are you
marry that thing!" exclaimed young son of Montreal, Canada. "British but, unlike many who claim to tread
blind?"
government statistics of the telephone the path of virtue, his soul is never
The horse was driving himself, and Warrenton1 to himself.
The
was
bid
first
sheriff
the
trunk system in the United Kingdom blackened by underhandedness or ;
got
hnd almost run over an old man who
show that within ten years the num- scheming. He wtmld not marry a
and
old
around
looked
Carney
was paddling along in the middle of!4??,
as
ber of the trunk telephone lines in woman for her money, make a display
he
made
defiantly
it
the highway.
use
lawin this country has nearly trebled. of what he may happen to possess, tell
"And
added
the
better!"
fifty
"Whoa there! I didn't see you. I
1903-In
there were 1,363 trunk lines a lie except to shield a woman's honor,
yer.
beg your pardon and hope you are not
with
a
"See here, sheriff, this feller can't
total mileage double wire of slander his neighbors, engage in conhurt."
be allowed to bid!" shouted the old 49,000 in use, the avearage number of versation which is even questionable,
"You needn't hope anything about
34.1 calls per trunk circuit per
man.
day cheat, whether on a large or small
It! You are a darn mean man! If you
of
"But
$1,584,167.
yielding
receipts
why?"
Steady scale; in fact, indulge in falsity of any
had run over me I'd have you in
"Because he almost run me down Increases were shown each year until kind. He is infinitely gentle and re
prison!"
in the last year, 1912-13- ,
the postofflce tiring, utterly masculine, in the best
yesterday!"
"Again I beg your pardon."
controlled
3,180 trunk lines of 117,900
no
"That's
reason."
sense of that word, and always courte"You needn't beg nothin. I know
and the receipts were $4,439,912. ous. He may "go wrong" gentleman
dolmiles,
he
a
hasn't
hundred
"Well,
got
you. You are that young whipper-snappe- r lars to his name!"
The calls averaged 38.8 per trunk cir- have been known to but to the end
lawyer from town, and you
"As it happens, he's got an even ten cuit per day. In the previous year a he is "on the square," inwardly "hanktried to set a party up to make me thousand!"
replied the official after slightly higher average was registeed, ering after God."
trouble!"
shown
the certificate of deposit. the number being 39.6 per day. The
being
"But 1 don't remember you," said
Correction.
"I'll outbid him I'll bid forty times average cost of operating each call In
1912-1- 3
the lawyer.
The essential difference
between
was 2.52 cents, whereas In
what the place Is wuth!"
'
1907-8
as
baseball
and
2.54
was
"I don't care whether you do or not!
cricket,
it
cents.
explained in
But old Carney began to cringe as
the Topeka Capital, is in the gloves
If you ever try to run over me again the bidding went up, and when It had
the catchers wear. The cricket catchI'll give you a dose of jour own law!" reached $850 he drew out. His son
Truth Will Out.
wears long gauntlet gloves, for
er
She If I'd know you'd be such a
Young Warrenton's spirits were tried to brace him up, and he got the
d
somewhat chilled as he drove on, but laugh from the others, but he
brute to poor Fido, I'd never have wrist protection, while, the baseball
catcher wears a glove to protect" his
he entered Dorset with most of his
married you.
himself by retorting:
He The anticipated pleasure of fingers. The American catcher wishes
Brnlle back and drove to the bank to
"The feller can have the farm, but
open an account., The deference ex- If he gets the gal away from Isaac !" kicking that miserable little beast was to preserve his forefinger so he can
tended him was balmy. It makes a The sheriff was pointing a finger at one of my chief reasons for proposing. guide a billiard cue, while the English
catcher fears he will be incapacitated
heap of difference to a banker whether him and he swallowed the rest.
i
for drinking tea of his wrist Is bruised.
A Natural P.hann
nt
MkrfU t
When all was over Mr. Warrenton
you come to deposit or to borrow!
w, ill
.
. ,
. .
IT lAl
Probably the truth, except that the
i mougai you said you would never
"By the way," said the banker as the knocked softly at the door. No one
American
catcher saves his finger, we
have
He
In
that
he
heard
and
doctor
entered.
answered
don't
was
it,
business
concluded, "why
your house again?"
to play billiards, but pea
not
"But
in
believe,
he
investand
voices
estate
the
was
real
noth'n
the matter with
bedroom,
you pick up a good
me
across.
over
his
Mr.
Isabell
had
hands
pool.
thin,"
ment with a part of this money?"
bed-cover-

s.
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NAIL AS KNOWN TO COMMERCE
Some Few Facte With Which Users
of the Artlclee Will Be Mere

'
I

1

1

1

1

1

JUMP

or Lese Familiar.

A nail is a short piece of iron which
a man uses to aim at while he is hammering his thumb.
Nails come in various sizes. A tack
is a baby nail which is fond of standing upon its head in, the dark when
you are turkey-trottiuaround the
room in bare feet, trying in vain to
locate an electric button. An adult
nail ie two or three inches long and
comes In boxes which are sent to you
by express upon which you have to

JJir

s

g

pay the charges, which have already
been collected by the express company
at the other end.. Not being able to
find the hammer, you vainly endeavor
to extract this nail and others of its
kind from the box, both with and
without prayer, until you finally succeed In wrenching the top off the box
with superhuman strength while your
wife looks on with superb disdain.
Nails are also used to build houses,
as sinkers on fish lines, and when applied Internally to the feet, to promote
and foster lockjaw.
They come in vast quantities in
hardware and department stores, but
when you want just one to drive into
the bathroom wall during your wife's
absence to hang a razor strop on, you
might as well look for a needle in a
haystack or a square deal in a state
legislature. Life.
Over the Teacups.
An open fire, blue tea things on the
table, and a teakettle singing a little
song of comfort are the proper stage
settings for this little anecdote.
An Irish hostess, when she asks if
you'll have sugar in your "tay," holds
out the bowl and absent-mindedlgoes
on with her conversation, or stirs the
fire, allowing you to help yourself.
An English hostess asks: "One lump
of two?" and carefully drops the sugar
into your tea.
If you should ask a Scotch hostess
for a little more sugar in your tea
she would demand, with a note of sur
prise: "And hae ye stirred it yet"

j

for Farmers' Wives!

UP

CRACKERS

flfe

Get the big package, the money-savin- g
package, the clean package of Sunshine
L-to keep them
Sodas. Triple-seale- d
fresh, crisp and flaky. Big enough for
the whole family. Delicious, nourishing,
economical
everybody likes them.
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At your grocer's
costs a quarter.
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the big package
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Stable Locked.
THE BEST STOCK
"When did you learn that he was
SADDLES at reason
those sumptuous Newport entertain- - one of the bank's most trusted emable prices, write for fret
ments that have made her famous ployes?"
IF HAIR IS TURNING
illustrated catalogue.
talked with her shrewd humor of a
"The day after he absconded with 9
A. H. HESS & SON
TEA
GRAY, USE SAGE
the funds."
mercenary marriage.
305 Travis St.
Homton. Ttx.
"And that man," said Mrs. Fish's
The time you can depend upon a LA DIES t Send P.O. order II for Swastika Com
Don't Look Oldl Try Grandmother's. interlocutor, in a shocked tone "and
Dainty, efficient, nannies,
is when you are sick or in Slexlon Beantlfler.
woman
fall away from too. Preserves fresh com
Recipe to Darken and Beautify Gray, that man to marry that beautifu
plexlons, recalls lost ones. Sox 66, Oklahoma.Okla,
girl! But isn't there a tremendous trouble.
Faded, Lifeless Hair.
difference in their ages?"
beautl
hair
her
Grandmother kept
"Yes," said Mrs. Fish, "about $32,- WHENEVER YOU NEED
and
abundant
000,000."
fully darkened, glossy
with a brew of Sage Tea and Sulphur.
Not for Public Gaze.
,
Whenever her hair fell out or took on
"George, there's a burglar in the
that dull, faded or streaked appearGROVE'S
II GENERAL
ance, this simple mixture was applied house."
"Well, keep still. We've got noth ,
with wonderful effect. By asking at
and
ing he'll steal."
any drug store for "Wyeth's Sage
"I know. But I left my corsets over The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless chill Tonic is Equally
a
Sulphur Hair Remedy," you will get
back of a chair, and I wouldn't
the
e
recipe,
large bottle of this
Valuable as a General Tonic because it Acts on the Liver,
him see them for the world."
ready to useTfor about 50 cents. This have
Drives Out Malaria, Enriches the Blood and Builds up
simple mixture can be depended upon
Not Fit For Ladies
to restore natural color and beauty
the Whole System. For Grown People and Children.
should be against it.
.sentiment
danPublic
to the hair and is splendid for
and we believe it is: there can be no readruff, dry, Itchy scalp and falling hair. son why ladies should have to suffer with You know what
are taking when you take Grove's Tasteless chill Tome
A
druggist says every- headaches and neuralgia, especially when as the formula is you
printed on every label showing that it contains the well known
body uses Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur, Hunt's Lightning Oil gives such prompt tonic
of
of
QUININE and IRON. It is as strong as the strongest bitter
a
properties
relief. It is simply
getting
question
because It darkens so naturally and the
ladies to try it. All druggists sell tonic and is in Tasteless Form. It has no equal for Malaria, Chills and Fever,
evenly that nobody can tell it has been Hunt's Lightning Oil in 25c an 50c bot- - Weakness, general debility and loss of appetite. Gives life and vigor to Nursing,
applied it's so easy to use, too. You ties. Adv.
Removes Biliousness without purging.
Mothers and Pale, Sickly Children.
simply dampen a comb or soft brush
low
and
nervous
Relieves
depression
spirits. Arouses the liver to action and
Honeymoon Over.
and draw it through your hair, taking
A
sure appetizer. A Complete Strengthener.
Tonic
and
blood.
True
the
Mrs. Exe My husband annoys me purines
one strand at a time. By morning
No family should be without it. Guaranteed by your Druggist We mean it. 50c
the gray hair disappears; after an- SO Dy going out ueiweeu we uvio.
other application or two, it is re- Does yours?
Mrs. Wye No; he only takes me
stored to its natural color and looks
..
til
ana moving piuiiuu
to vaudeville
"saOan be bandied rery easily. Toe nek ere oared, and all otaen la
.
flossy, soft and abundant. Adv.
nme stable, no matter how "exposed," kept from having the dieioeuto by using eRIHNS LIQU
shows now.
the torifrue.or In feed. Acts on the blood and expels germs at
known for mares In foaL
all forms of distemper. Best remedy everMil
Paw Knows Everything.
n ft . hntll.. 10 ana
An.
wnMnAl a ha a a a. u.
the
To
Thirsty.
I
u
aocen
ana
argu01 arugjcmtii
harness aeaiers. or sent express
by
ll
Willie Paw, what U a pointed
manufacturers. Out shows bow to poultice throata. Our free
1
"
"This is the hardest kind of luck.'
B Booklet (rtTeseverythlDir. Local amenta wanted. Largest esllLng
ment?
"What is?"
Paw One in which both sides re
8P0HN MEDICAL CO. CkealsU aad BMtartolof ku, Ooshen InO U. 8. Ae
'Nothing here but soft drinks.
fuse to see the point, my son
The Difference.
Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish, at one

o:
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TIC , ME

old-tim-

well-know- n

1

L

1

COLT DISTEMPER

-

1

w

If Yours

18

fluttering or weak, use

RENOVINE." Made by Van

Vleet-Mansfle-

ld

Drug Co., Memphis. Tenn. Price $1.00
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Our Grocer stock is complete & prices
lowest, We also sell feed of all kinds
fi r all the family
Brand Shoi for Papa Cot tot! Seed Meal & Cake, Com CHopS
" othei
'Shorts arsd Bra 21.

Our Fan ily
mm

I.

s

Famous
ur.i

u StNTINE
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made
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Just Receivedf&nto-

Shoes that
O

1

" Sister
" Brother

Ted'",

SAVE YOUR CASH RECI EPTS

Sister

Music

GET

AND

VALUABLE

PREMIUMS

.i ON- M EHCANTO.E COMPANY

NT'

The house that saves your money.
Sta e Land
Robert. P, Ervein,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
'.8.. 12

oi37it

J

'

o):rit ni.eiit of the Interior U. S. L:i!il
at Tiichjik aii-,- ' X.ow Xlcxico

October

'

, 28 th 1913.

e

I

Commissioner
Santa Fe New Mexico

i
.

Contest ..No. .4888

f;?artnient of the lutericr Us. S. Land
OUire at Tucunuari, New

'Ms0

November

8, j913.
Ail railrcMds will grant a spec- -'

'

09o4

Serial No.

.

.'

'

y registered mail. If this service is
madf ijn the delivery of a copyof ;.our
answer' to the contestant in person.
)roof of such service1 must be either
the said contestant's written acknowledgment of his receipt .of the copy,
showing the date of its receipt, or
the affidavit of the person by whom
the delivery was made stating when
and where the copy was delivered;
if made by registered mail, proof of
such service' must consist of the attid-avof the pers;n by whom the copy
was mailed, stating when and the
postollice to which it Avas mailed, and
this affidavit- must be aceomnnicd
by the postmaster's .receipt for the

or
Of-ic-

Nov.

1013 .
Notice-h"- ;
To Henry B. HecKVas of .Hinton
hnebv c: v n th t ial rate of., a fare .one-fift- h
for
John !enninysf Sn Jom New for the round trip from all points ;OkU. CoNtesste'e: You are hereby
'
)
Mexico, wi'.i, on J '.1 e 5.
in N. M. to' Deming'. The rate notified that Henry B. Sharp who
nude Ho nested Kuny.
of the gives San ion New Mexico :as his
the
"

'

1

1

S-m-

I

1

is granted

is

:u.

at

request

d.d October 4.
EJ 2
No. 08 12, N .
State Corporation Commission post
in this effice" his. .duly
SW1-- 4 L ts 3. & 4 "er. iq
togive a low fare to those des - h9.U file
S ptenb
'
'u
12, 1 )'.
npuhcation to conte
irpimrto attend the state sale o
Addl. entry Serial No. 013711
of 18, tOO acres of land in the st and secure the
of
Et-2
for
NW1.4 Wi 2 NEi 4
shallow water belt, which , sale your homestead entrv No. 18040
N
H
11
N,
nikie 34 ii,
30 Twp.
takes place at Deming, N. M. on Serial No. 07904 made May 28th jo
(
M P. , Meridian. . ha filed
noic- the 8th day of Dec. 1913.
07 for lots 7 & 8 9&10 Sec. 4 Twp.
Yours
f ir tent ion
Fiv"
respectively,
hr
lo
8N Knge 34 E New Mexico Prin
Robert .P. Ervien
V ar on Orig. &- Tir-v-';t
o
Meridian and as grounds for his
Commissioner. cort st he alleges
n o
Add'l Proof, (o
entrymau
the land ibove de cribej
has wholly abandoned said, entr
Declare War on Colds.
Cuarles C. Reed
for more than six months, last pst
A
of
whicu
crusade
IJ. S. Commissioner it San Jm
ich.de-'- ,
and next prior hereto, and
bfcutncom
mm
aims
colds
"that
N, M, on the 15th 'day of De. .
,
, .,
unconunon witfiin the next yent ra- er the said
10 3.
rail- entryman .has
ti. )nlr has been. bey uti by promine-n- ed to
i
C!aiinant naiu-- s as wit
comply mthr..i.-- Vet o; June
Nt-is
York
pysicians. litre
Tom Carden. J. D. Richard,
6 th 1912 in that he has not resid- of.
the
which
a
the
don'ts
list
a on eaid
L. C Martin, C. F. Mardin all of
entry tor a period ni
doctors say will prevent the ann- ,even months in each year' or
San Jen. N. M.
R. A. Prentice, Register 'val visitation of the cold:
'vears. nor has he cultivated
'Don't sit in a darujihty Cdr."
one sixteenth and one eighth of
We are still receiving civam at' "Don't sleep in hot rooms."
ho total area as required by the
the Blue Hesturan! and pay the Don.t avoid t!ie fresh air."
alcove menttomed act.
highest market price tor butter fat Don't stuff yourself at meal times
You are, therefore, futher notified
come and try us. '
the said allegations will be tak- Over eating reduces your resistanc
en by this office as having been; con- J. F. Reynold
To which we would add-wh- in
A V.t
unu saju mitvif
'
)uu. cuiu ...tilt
cutiij
of
it
as
rid
cold
a
take
get
you
will be cancelled thereunder without
WANTED
quickly as pssible. To accomplish your futher right to be heard there- Want to lease ranch with plen- - that you will find Chamberlain's in. either before this office or on ap
ty grass and water for 100 COWS, Cough Kemedv most occebent. peal, if you fail to file in this Office,
within twenty days after the
Jas. P. Boggs
adv.
Sold by All Dealers.
FOURTH publication of this notice
as
shown below, your answer, under
HARRY H. McELROY,
NOTICE
oath, specifically meeting and respon- ATTORNEY AT LAW
1

it

oiiic-addr- ess

j

11

t

1

l

-

cmc-eUtio-

You should state in your answer
the name of the postollice to which
you desire future notices to be sent
R. A. Prentice Register
to you.
' N. V. Gallegos, neceiver
Date of Hist publication Nov. 7, 19i:j
"
second
Nov. 14, i9i3
M
"
xov. 21, 1913
third
)
fourth'-- ' "
Nov. 28, 191H

,

it

.

I

in-K-

cl-i-

esra-.tiist-

'

letter.

-

;

I

tli-t- t

e

)

w-.-

-

1

t

11

s--

!
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4Ai-r-
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TV'ZT, IT

Avoid b( dative Cough Medicines.
If you want to contribute direct
ly tc the occuience of cappliary
.
bronchitis and pneumonia use
cough me dicines thai contain
dine- - morbbioe, heaoine and other
seditaves wnen you have a cough
or dold' An expectorant like Cda- berlaici's Couh Rerheby is what
.
I M cleans out the cul-th,s
tore beds or breedinniplaces for
the g frrns of pneumonia and other
gtrm diseases. Thai is why pneuold
monia never resu'ts fror1. a
when Chamberlain's Cough Reme
dy is used. It has a world wide
reputation for its cure. It 'contains
no morphine or other sedative
adv.
For tale by All Dealer.s
,

,

j

co-thr-

ne-de-

.t.iti4"2"!",4"i4,4''44,4"I"i'4"i'4'4"i"iHil

ee

at

The Baptist Ladies' Aid Society
" Subscribe for your home pap
Member
of
General Practice.
wjH have a turkey dinner & bazaar lile in this office due proof that you
er first.
Then take the El Paso
Bar of Supreme Court of United Thanksgiving Day.
have served a copy of your answer on
rat
the said contestant, either in person Herald. Tne Sou'hwest's
States, State Courts and United
et .news paper."
States Land Office.
',

.

